Abstract it is suggested that denotetional semantic definitions of programming languages should be based on a small number of abstract data types~ each embodying a fundamental concept of computation. Once these fundamental abstract data types are implemented in a particular target language (e.g. stack-machine code
Introduction
There have been several attacks on the compiler-correctness problem:
by We shall take a different approach in this paper. The semantics of the source language L will be 9iven in terms of an abstract data type S~ rather than a particular model. The target language T will also be taken as an abstract data type. Then the correct implementation of S by T will enable us to construct a correct compiler (from L A crucial point is that the implementation of S by T is proved correct independently of making S and T into the G-algebras implied by the diagram. This allows us to generate correct compilers for a whole family of source languages -languages which ape similar to L~ in that their denotational semantics can be given in terms of S -without repeating (or even modifying) the proof that the implementation of S by T is correct.
Note the use of the word '~imptements H above. We are considering the implementation of one abstract data type by another abstract data type~ rather than by a particular algebra (HconcreteH data type}. Let us refer to the latter situation as modelling,
The main concern of this paper is with the compiler-correctness problem. However~ it is hoped that the example presented below will also serve as an illustration of on-9oin9 work on makin 9 denotational semantics Hless concrete H and Hmore modular'L It is claimed that there ape abstract data types corresponding to all our fundamental concepts of computation -and that any programming language can be analyzed in terms of a suitable combination of these. ("Bad H features of programming languages are shown up by the need for a complicated analysisso long as the fundamental concepts are chosen appropriately.) Of course~ only a few of the fundamental concepts are needed for semantics of the simple example language L (they include the sequential execution of actions, the computation and use of semantic values~ and dynamic associations). An ordinary denotational semantics for L would make use of these concepts implicitly -the approach here is to be explicit.
The use of abstract data types in this approach encourages a greater modularity in semantic definitions, making them -hopefully -easier to read, write and modify. It seems that Burstall & Goguenls (1977} work on Hputting theories together H forms a suitable formal basis fop expressing the modularity. However~ this aspect of the approach is not exploited here.
It should be mentioned that the early paper by McCarthy & Painter (1967) already made use of abstract data types: the relation between storing and accessing values in variables was specified axiomatically. ADJ (1979) used an abstract data type, but only fop the operators on the integers and truth-values.
The approach presented here has been inspired by much of the early work on abstract data types~ such as that ofADJ (1975~ 1976 )~ Gutta9 (1975 )~ Wand (1977 and Zitles (1974) . Also influential has been WandIs (1976) description of the application of abstract data types to language definition~ although he was more concerned with definitional interpreters than with denotational semantics. Goguenls (1978) work on Hdistributedfix H operators has contributed by liberating algebra from the bonds of prefix notation.
However~ it is also the case that the proposed approach builds to a large extent on the work of the Scott-Strachey ~school n of semantics~ as described by Scott & Strachey (1971 )~ Tennent (1976 ~ Milne & Strachey (1976 )~ Stoy (1977 and Gordon (1979) . Also~ the success of Milner (t979) in describing concurrency algebraically has provided some valuable guidelines.
The rest of this paper is or9anized as follows. After the explanation of some notational conventions, the abstract syntax of the ADJ (1979) source language L is given. A ~lstandaPd H semantic abstract data type S is descPibed~ possible models discussed~ and the standard semantics of L given. The next section presents a Slstack ~ abstract data type T~ which needs extendin9 before the implementation of S can be expressed homomorphically. The proof of the correctness of the implementation is sketched, and a compiler -coPrespondin9 closely toADJ~s -is constructed. Finally~ the application of the approach to more realistic examples is discussed.
It is assumed that the reader will be familiar with many-sorted algebras~ equational specifications and -to a lesser extent -denotational semantics.
Standard Semantics
The notation used in this paper differs significantly from that recommended byADJ (1979) , by remainin9 close to the notation of the ScottStPachey school. This is not just a matter of following tradition (althou9h the familiarity of the notation might be a help to some readers of this paper). There ape two main points of contention:
(i) The use of the semantic function explicitly in semantic equations.
Although technically unnecessary, from an algebraic point of view, this allows us to regard the semantic function as just another equationally-defined operator in an abstract data type~ and to forget about the machinery of homomorphisms and initial atgebras (albeit temporaP i I yT. ).
(ii) The use of mixfix (~) notation for the operators of the abstract syntax.
Mixfix notation is a generalization of prefix~ infix and postfix notation; operator symbols can be distributed freely around and between operands~ (~) called IIdistributed-fix I~ by Goguen (1978) .
e.g. if-then-else. ADd used infix and mixfix notation (f 0 g~ [f,g,h~) freely in their semantic notation, but stuck to postfix notation ((x)f) for the syntactic algebra. This made the correspondence between the abstract syntax and the ~usual ~' concrete syntax for their language rather strained. Whilst not disastrous for such a simple and well-known language as their example, the extra burden on the reader would be excessive for mope realistic languages. Also, their claim of better readability does not seem to be justified.
Notationa I Conventions
The names of sorts are written starting with a capital, thus: A, Cmd. The ar'ity and co-arity of an operator in a signature are indicated by the notation
here, the arity of f is $t ''' Sn' the co-arity is S. Mixfix notation can be used here for the operator symbol, giving a pleasing similarity to BNF, e.g.
Cmd <= if BExp then Cmd elseCmd.
The term 11theoryU is used synonymously with ltabstract data type H, i.e. it is basically a signature together with some laws. So much for notation.
The abstract syntax of the source language h is given in Table 1 . It may be compared directly with that of ADJ (1979) , although, as explained above, we shall not restrict ourselves to postfix notation for syntactic operators here. Id is taken to be a set, rather than a sort~ following
ADJ -
in effect, this gives a papameterised abstract data type, and we need not be concerned about the details of ld. The standard semantic theory presented in Table 2 , may seem a bit daunting at first. Actually, the operators themselves (left-hand column)
are quite simple, but the Hbook-keepingll concerned with the indices (6, 0', 1") of the sorts is somewhat cumbersome. Table 2 could be regarded as a theory schema, or as an instantiation of a parameterised theory, where Z~ is a formal parameter (as is Id).
Whichever way one looks at it~ the use of .'~ gives a hint of modularity~ as well as avoiding undue repetition in the specification.
The following informal description of E5 may help the reader. Table 2 Variables over actions (Y} allow the easy expression of recurs!on and iteration.
We consider the value operators first. They are taken straight from the 'tunderlyinglt data type of ADJ (1979) . it is assumed that boons?, prop, etc. vary over the same sets as in Table 1 There is a domain name 6 E ;& associated with each value of V; also, the domain name Z is associated with the variables used to name values in the SORt Z. (This would be of more importance if we were to include variables naming T-values as well -the idea is just to make sure that a sort-preserving substitution can be defined. )
The action ope,rato,Ps, are perhaps less familiar. A <= skip is the null action~ it is an identity fop the sequencing operator A <= A~; A H. Note that sequencing is additive in the sources and targets.
The most basic action operator producing a value is A<= V! . The consumption of a value is effected by A <= X. AI~ and X is bound to the value in A'. To indicate that n values produced by one action are consumed by another~ we have the operator A <= A t >rT Att~ and it is the first n values produced by A I which get consumed by A It, (A <= A t >-A It is 0 equivalent to A <=A~; A t' . >-may be written simply as>-when the value n of n can be deduced from the context. (1977) shows that this is not the case. Anyway~ modelling is not our main concern in this paper, so let us leave the topic there.
Standard Semantics
The Hstandard H denotational semantics of L in terms of the abstract data type S is given in Table 3 . The use of the Hsemantic equations H notation~ with the explicit definition of the semantic function~ is defended at the beginning of this section. To allow the omission of parentheses~ it is assumed that the operator T.v binds as far to the right as possible (as in X-notation).
Note that seine ~] can be considered either as an operator" [n an extension of the theories L and S~ or else as e homomor-phism from L to a derived theor'y of S. Under" the latter view~ the composition of sere with the modelling function (from S to the Scott-model mentioned above) yields the semantics which ADJ (1979) gave for !_. We now take a look at the target language T for our compiler. Like the target language taken by ADJ (1979)~ T represents flow-charts over stack-machine instructions, The abstract syntax of T is given in Table 4, A comparison of Tables 2 and 4 shows that T is rather similar to S.
However~ this should not be too surprising: the same fundamental concepts of computation are being used, e.g. sequencing of actions~ storing of values. Note that A<=A f -'~ A t~ in T corresponds toA <=A j >-A ~ in n n 5~ but it is the last n values produced by A t which get consumed (in V <= aconst Z bcons t T Thus we are forced to extend T~ before we can use it togive a homomorphic implementation of S. The most natural extension to take seems to be Tx~ given in Table 5 . The action A <= X.A ~ can be thought of as removing the top item from the stack and binding it to X in A ~.
Now we are able to give a homomorphic implementation of S by Tx, and prove it corr'ect. But how does that help us in constructin 9 a compiler from L to T (rather than to Tx)? Recall that only closed terms of S ape used in the semantics of L -and they are implemented by closed terms in Tx. It just so happens that any closed term of Tx is equivalent to a term of T~ i.e. one without any value variables at all! This ensures that our compiler from L to Tx can be converted to one from L to T.
Actually, that is not quite true. We need to add a few derived operators to Tx: generalizations of A <= switch, for permuting the top values on the stack. {This is analogous to adding the combinators (S, K~ etc.) to the X-calculus, in using them to eliminate X-abstractions.) The extra operators, extending Tx to Tx~ are given in Table 6 . It turns out that they do not occur in the compiler we construct for L~ because of the lack of exploitation of the generality of S in giving the semantics of L. Table 6 also gives the (derived) equations which ape used in converting closed terms in Tx t to ones without venue variables, Note that these equations simplify considerably when the sources or targets of actions ape empty: up() and down ) have no effect, and may be removed.
At lest we can implement S~ by Tx ~. The implementation function~ imp: S-i Tx~ is defined in Table 7 , using the same notation as was used for defining the semantics of L, S-operators now occur-inside
[[ ~ (in contrast to Table 2 ). As one can see, the implementation Table 6 . 
Compiler Construction
We are now able to construct a correct compiler from L to T -or for any other source language whose semantics is given in terms of S.
All we need to do is to take comp: L -+ Tx I as imp 0 sen, and, using the fact that imp: S -~ Tx I is a homomorphism, combine the definitions of imp and sen to a definition of comp. The correctness of comp comes from the correctness of imp. This correctness is preserved under transforming the terms in Tx ~ in the definition, to terms of T, using the algorithm of the previous section. The finished product is shown in Table 9 .
The process of transformation is not as painful as the equations of Table 6 (used as replacement rules) might suggest. This is because the only action sorts used in giving the semantics of L have an empty source, and an empty or singleton target. Moreover, A I ~ A ~1 is only used for n=l. It can be shown from the equations of Tx ~ that
it" iPd can be omitted from the definition of imp, and that down) and up() are unnecessary in the equations in Table 6 . In addition~ up z is equivalent to switch. These simplifications make the transformation from Tx w to T quite straightforward, and the only extra step necessary to obtain Table 9 is the removal of a couple of occurrences of switch;switch. For realistic source languages (such as Pascal, Clu, Ada), the feasibility of the approach presented here depends on the extent to whict their denotational semantics can be given in terms of a small number of fundamental abstract data types, On the other hand, going to more realistic target languages should not present any major problemsexcept that it might prove rather difficult to exploit the Nrichnesstl of some machine codes! Finally, whydid our constructed compiler turn out to be so similar to the one proved correct by ADJ (1979) ? One might suspect that our construction was Hrigged" to deal with just this example -but that is not the case. Another possibility is that ADd themselves constructed their compiler systematically -albeit informally -from their semantic definition. It may also be that there is essentially only one correct compiler from L to T| In any case, for realistic source languages, it seems safe to conjecture that compilers proved correct using the approach of ADJ (19"79) will reflect the structure of the semantic definition of the source language, and in general be constructibte by the method outtined here[
